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This paper describes the development of a commercial loan computer 
credit analysis model which uses various financial analysis methods. 
rhe paper describes computerized approaches to credit analysis, the 
general approach of the model developed in the paper, the detailed 
mechanisms of the model, and.the potential use.of the model. 
I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. Winfield P. Betty for 
his assistance in the development of this paper and for his help in 
guiding the construction of this model. 
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A new breed of financial system or model is needed to facilitate 
ending decisions in commercial banks. (1) First generation financiaJ 
.ystems h~dle fin~cial transactions such as accounts payable, account 
·eceivable, payroll, and general ledger. Second generation financial 
.ystems link together the various operating systems into a data base 
1ut still only handle routine financial transactions. A third gener-
tion of financial systems is beginning to appear which will help 
,he manager answer "what if" questions. This type of system or model 
:an help commercial loan officers improve the quality of their deci-
,ions, and :µnplementation of such models can be facilitated by compute! 
.pplication. 
The remarks which follow are intended to provide a brief over-vie~ 
1f the model developed in this paper. The model is of the "third 
;eneration" type and the discussion deals with the purpose of the 
1odel and organization of the paper. Specifically, section one deals 
dth purpose. This is followed by a section discussing the computer-
.zed conversational programming system used in the paper. Next, in an 
iffort to avoid difficulties in semantics, specific definitions of 
1anagement functions are presented. The final section of Chapter I 
.escribes the organization of the remaining chapters of the paper. Let 
Ls now turn to the reason for undertaking this study. 
1 
Purpose 
The purpose of this paper is to build a credit analysis model for 
commercial loan officers. The model is applicable to companies during 
periods of growth, and uses secular trends and seasonal indicies in 
analyzing purpose and payment schedules. The assumption is made that 
an indepth analysis is necessary in loan quality control and that the 
cost advantages and flexibility provided by computerized procedures 
can provide significant benefits over manual procedures., 
The model des.cribed here is implemented in the form of a time-
sharing computer program. The value of a time-sharing approach is 
three-fold. First, banks can avoid the need for expensive computer 
programs since such systems usually contain a library of programs. 
Secondly, operational efficiencies are attained through time-sharing. 
finally banks gain the ability of the computer to produce an in-depth 
:::redit analysis with a minimum of effort and time. We are now ready 
~o identify and discuss the time-sharing software utilized in this 
3tudy. 
Conversational Programming Systems 
Time-sharing systems allow a user to use a large scale computer 
tlth the illusion that the computer is responding to him alone. The 
1ser can comrnup.icate with the computer through typewriter-like 
~erminals. Instead of waiting for hours for the results of an 
3xecution, the time-sharing system provides nearly instantaneous 
)recessing. (2) 
The time sharing system utilized in this paper is IBM/CPS 
onversational Programming System). The software is an interpretive 
mpiler provided by IBM. The programming language used is PL/1. The 
rdware is an IBM 274l typewriter terminal which is connected to an 
M 65 computer. 
Such a combination of hardware and software has both adv&'l.tages 
d disadvantages. For the purposes of this paper the advantages 
ught are speed of response and economy of operation. The weaknesses 
this combination are primarily technical in nature and relate to 
ogramming and systems techniques. We would like to point out that 
e advantages far out weight the disadvantages. 
To this point we have delineated the specific purpose of the 
udy 1 and we have briefly discussed the time-sharing aspect of the 
ogram. Where this fits in financial management is the topic of the 
x:t section, "management functions." 
Management Functions 
In a going concern,management emphasis is on planning, control, 
i analysis. Setting objectives, policies, procedures, and standards 
ke up the planning function. Control is achieved by comparing 
tual performance to standards on a short run basis. On a longer 
rm basis, internal analysis is accomplished by comparing actual 
:ierience to standards. External analysis is also necessary. Before 
:lilni..'1.g arid decision-making can occur in any form, the decision 
{er must assess the external decision environment. This activity 
defined to be "external analysis." The model developed in this 
)er is basically concerned with external analysis of loan requests. 
Ls is true, from the bank's point of view, since the entire 
~ocedure generates exogenous information which is fed into the bank:'1 
rm decision models. 
We are now ready to proceed with the content of the paper. The 
jUdy has been introduced. To complete this chapter, the following 
~marks are devoted to a discussion of over-all organization of the 
3.per. 
Organization of the Paper 
Chapter one has dealt with the purpose of this paper -- namely 
) develop a model or program. This program is . conversational in 
3.ture and uses time-sharing software (IBM/CPS). Also an attempt is 
3.de in Chapter I to indicate where and how such a model fits into 
1e basic management functmons. Chapter II concerns itself with a 
~view of the literature related to commercial credit analysis and 
~views the existing financial techniques and concepts which are rele-
mt to this study. Chapter III describes the design of the model to 
1clude the objectives, inputs, constraints, components, a~d outputs 
~ the model. The next chapter, IV, discusses the use of the model. 
lnally Chapter V draws conclusions and summarizes the paper. 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND EXISTING 
TECHNIQUES OF ANALYSIS 
Analysis_of loan requests to finance a firm's need for expanded 
sets in order to make increased sales is at the heart of this study. 
·owing firms require inve$tmer.its in current a·ssets and at certain 
ints in time in fixed assets. Investments in receivables, inven-
ries, and fixed assets can produce a cash flow problem. Thus a 
stematic procedure for the identification of desired loan size and 
e determination of.repayment schedules becomes imperative. 
In.this chapter, the problem is discussed from a banker's point 
view. A review of the literature is then followed by a discussion 
existing techniques of financial analysis. Let us now examine the 
an request from a banker's perspective. 
From a banker's point of view, the systematic analysis of loan 
quests involves the following steps: 
1) The purpose of a loan request mu.st be identified (i.e. 
whether or not the request is for working capital, 
permanent working capital, or fixed capital). 
2) Once purpose is identified, then the source of repay-
ment of principal and interest can be defined (i.e. if 
purpose is .for variable working.capital ••• cash flow, 
if permanent working capital •••• long term income, if 
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fixed capital •••• long term income). 
3) Once steps 1) and 2) are accomplished, then several 
other decisions must be made: 
a) How much should be loaned (if any)? 
b) Specifically, when and in what form, should 
repayment be made? 
In seeking answers to a) and b) above, the following steps are 
commended: 
1) ratio analysis of trends in liquidity, leverage, 
activity, and profitability 
2) development of cash budget 
3) preparation of sources and uses of funds statements 
4) projection of balance sheets and income statements. 
With th.ese data in appropriate form, a loan officer can make de-
sions referred to in 3)a) and 3)b) above. The model developed in 
is paper is intended to provide the data in an appropriate form and 
it more efficiently than existing manual methods. 
The viewpoint of the involved party is of keen interest in 
2ancial analysis, but what is there in the literatnre that discus-
s financing decisions from the banker's point of view? 
Review of the Literature 
The literature has a great deal to say about such activities as 
2ancial forecasting as well as about techniques of financial analysi: 
ile this.material is relevant, little is said about a set of syste-
~ic activitie$ designed to answer specific questions like 3)a) and 
b). For example, much of the literature deals with ratio 
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uysis (3). The various ratios are used to evaluate the strengths 
l weaknesses of a firm in ~ particular industry. Weston (4) clas-
~ies ratios into the four fundamental types (i.e liquidity, activity, 
rerage, .and profitability). other tools frequently mentioned are 
percent of sales method and regression methods. 
A review of the literature further suggests that some writers 
concerned with the fund~entals of commercial credit such as pay-
tt size, ability to repay, quality of loans, and service of the loan 
>artment while other$ are concerned with the use of computers, 
lels, and simulation. As in the case of ratios, however, most of 
ise methods are inGomplete from the banker's point of view. 
Johnson (5) uses the term "suitability" to refer to the compati-
.ity of the types of funds used in relation to the nature of the 
:ets financed. He reiterates the general rule of financing perma-
tt assets with permanent funds, and sets as an objective for the 
tancial managers, the ,financing of temporary current assets with 
:xible short term debt. 
Weston and Brigham stress "financing patterns." Most industrial 
ms have a long term rising sales trend which accompanies seasonal 
les in sales. Total permanent assets rise steadily in the form 
current and fixed assets., Such increases in permanent assets are 
mally financed by long-term debt and equity. On the other hand, 
porary increases in assets should be covered by short-term liabili-
s. If these basic rules are disregarded, a profitable firm may 
ome unable to meet cash obligations or suffer undesirable activity 
els. 
According to Precourt (6) there are two prerequisites to making 
a valid decision. First is an understanding of accrual accounting 
and the related tools of financial analysis. Second is an under-
standing of the ultimate need for judgment. 
The risk associated with debt financing is increasing according 
to Vandell. (7) Corporate economic, political, and technological 
operating constraints have become more complex and dynamic. Debt 
entails a commitment to make cash paymentq and adequate cash and 
solvency are dependent upon a relatively stable inflow stream. 
The appraisal of the ability to sustain fixed cash charges is 
at the heart of credit analysis. The likelihood of repayment from 
an identifiable source within a reasonable period of time is the 
lending officer's main concern. 
It is the responsibility of the analyst to identify the revenue-
generating capacity of the borrower's assets within regional, season-
al, and industrial-economic contexts. An understanding of the under-
lying determinants of the borrower's cash flow behavior is essential. 
The reliability of cash forecasts deteriorate as they extend into 
the future. "Quick and dirty" models may become more useful. A cash 
flow projection is extremely useful at this point. Such a descrip-
tion of a firm's system of cash flows can show the effect on net cash 
flows and the cash reserve position can be measured. 
The concern for loan quality at times conflicts with the necessity 
to beat the banking competition. Although competition requires a 
quick response, speed should not be gained at the expense of proper 
credit analysis. Sangster and Raguso (8) look to the computer to 
get this speed while retaining the ability to maintain appropriate 
safeguards for the lending institution. 
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Computer programs have been designed specifically for credit 
uysis. Banks, of a certain size, find it feasible to replace manuaJ 
uysis procedures. The approach discussed by Sangster and Raguso 
is a tim~-sharing program but does not have a real-time response 
Jability. The program produces the following reports on a six 
·iod basis at a cost of approximately $25: 
1) Balance sheet and income statement spread 
2) Common size statements 
3) Changes in working capital 
4) Sources and uses of working capital 
5) Ratio Analysis 
These reports are based on the firm's chart of accounts and 
'eral years of historical data. Their computerized procedure has 
·ee steps. First historical spreads, common size statements, and 
·atio analysis are produced. These relationships are incorporated 
financial statement projections and compared to the company's 
,icipated growth. Finally the new debt and its method of consump-
1n are added to the projections to produce pro-forma statements 
·ealing the company's ability to repay the loan. 
The lending officer is not the only interested party in credit 
u.ysis. The management of the firm itself may be capable of 
,ensive financial planning. Large and medium-scale companies 
:quently have five year plans, and a few use objective analytical 
.hods in compiling their forecasts. 
Those firms, which use simulators such as Datran, are concerned 
,h investment planning and financial analysis. Dr. Loren Benson 
states that financial planning must answer these questions. 
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1) What is the most efficient corporate resource alloca-
tion over an uncertain future? 
2) What are the weaknesses and strengths of the financial 
aspects of the firm? 
3) What are the cash requirements as a function of time? 
Datran's financial model melds the elements of·time with cost 
d revenue to determine the economic feasibility of financing plan. 
o-forma financial statements are produced quarterly over a ten year 
anning horizon. Costs and revenues derived from the market are 
rm numbers. Sensitivity tests show the importance of each basic 
sumption, develop important cost relationships, and show financial 
ends. 
Looking back at the literature, studies and writings may be 
t.egorized into three groups. The first group is made up Qf. material 
ncerned with financial planning, control, and analysis (i.e. finan-
al management theory). The second group might be called quantita-
1re in nature in that it is concerned with computers and simulation. 
a final category of literature is commercial bank lending material 
tling with the commercial loan departments and their operation. 
is paper is based on the financial framework expounded in the 
~st category using some of the computer capabilities of the second 
;egory. The intent is to provide a complete set of information 
3ded to make commercial loan decisions. 
In an effort to tie together existing techniques and theories 
a form conceptually suited to the model, the remainder of this 
1pter is devoted to diagrams and descriptions which are incorporated 
;o the model. For example funds flow analysis (10) is a concept 
d to show movements of resources in monetary terms based on 
iodic accounting statements. Funds flow analysis is thus a com-
ative_process which pinpoints shifts in financial condition and 
impact of operations while framing this information in a frame-
k of sources and uses of funds. The concept of funds must be 
ad enough to include all measurable resources including cash. 
Figure 1 depicts a generalized funds flow model which incorpo-
es the key elements of corporate balance sheets and income state-
ts. While this framework is incorporated into the model, its 
lementation is much more specific than the generalized framework 
1 eloped by Helfert. 
Another basic concept in financial management is the measurement 
business results through techniques of analysis. A large propor-
n. of these techniques involve ratios. The analysis of business 
rations using ratios and o:bher measures must be undertaken with 
e. The realization of the importance of point of view is vital 
ause of differing needs for information by management, creditors 
lenders, and government and society. In the case of a credit 
Lysis model, concern is p~imarily from the lenders point of view. 
io analysis is too simplistic because the lender is interested in 
success of the business as a total unit. Judgment about a 
n's total debt-worthiness, based upon many considerations, is 
3 meaningful and is becoming increasingly accepted. This point 
view is reflected in the model. 
1tt~1iert, Erich A., Techniques £f Financial Analysis (Homewood, 
























Funds flow and ratios are two tools of financial analysis work-
Lg with the past. The projection of business results involves ex-
,rnal analysis and projection of future conditions. The techniques 
ed in these projections are operating budgets, financial budgets, 
d pro-forma financial statements. Of specific interest are cash 
dgets and the use of pro-forma statements. Again interrelation-
ips are important as indicated in figure 2. 
In order to make decisions based on external analysis, decision 
dels must be designed which use such data as inputs. Computer 
pabilities have led to mathematical representation of the key 
nancial relationships of a firm. Given the assumptions made by 
nagement, the computer can be used to facilitate future projections 
i the attendant decision. The difference between traditional 
nancial projection techniques and financial modeling is in terms 
speed and efficiency. One way to look at the relationships in-
Lved in financial modeling can be found in figure 3. 
Analysis, using modeling, supports the three following basic 




~ the purpose of this paper, it is assumed that the financing 
~ision is constrained even though we are aware of the dynamic 
;ure of the total firm. Figure 4 places the three basic areas 
decision in perspective with the overall environment or model. 
While the cost and value of different financing methods are 
tally the main considerations in dealing with the available 
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17 
ancing options, for this paper it is assumed that the methods of 
ancing have been determined. Concern, in this paper, is with the 
lysis of financial funds sources for both long term and short term 
ds. In the case of the model developed here, the increase in per-
ent current assets and the increase in fixed assets would be finan-
by a commercial bank loan. Variable current assets would be 
anced by any of the traditional short term sources of temporary 
ds. 
Summary 
In developing the.model for this study, concepts of the above 
hniques, procedures, and approaches have been applied. The re-
ting model does synthesize a number of these techniques into a 
prehensive analytical procedure and model. The techniques embodied 
the model are ratio analysis, sources and uses of fund analysis, 
pro-forma financial statements. The techniques and concepts 
tioned above are synthesized into a long series of steps or a 
ocedure" to assist in the analysis of commercial credit 
lications. 
CHAPI'ER III 
DESIGN OF TEE MODEL 
The overall objective of this model is to provide certain desired 
>uts. These outputs take the form of information which will verify 
stated purpose of a loan and which will provide a clear picture of 
payment (repayment) of the loan principal and interest from appro-
~e sources of funds. In order to produce this information the 
:l must be capable of receiving a large number of purposeful inputs. 
t of the input data is historical in nature since the past is in-
.ably the key to the future. Some of the data is of a seasonal 
xe and some is projected or anticipated. Once the data is attained, 
.s manipulated and transformed to meet specific needs by the com-
:r model. In order to utilize the Conversational Programming 
em (CPS), the model is composed of several logic modules which 
"called" if the circumstances warrant. To define the "boundaries" 
he problem at hand, a number of assumptions are made so that the 
1 becomes physically feasible in terms of the overall program size. 
e assumptions become the constraints on the system. The input data 
ikewise constrained in that only the basic accounts which are 
t into the program may be used. To use the model, input data must 
edefined to fit the basic accounts of the model. However, certain 
ralized accounts have been created to i:a:sure that all the neces-
balance sheet and income statement data can be entered. 
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.ouslY, as the input accounts a.re constrained, so too a.re the output 
,unts. The accounts a.re defined so as to encompass all logical 
;ibilities so that corresponding limitations a.re minimal. 
Input to the Model 
The model requests a large number of input figures and informa-
l. First, up to five yea.rs of annual historical balance sheets and 
me statements a.re keyed in. Annual projected sales for up to five 
s a.re entered. Then seasonal data is entered. This seasonal data 
omprised of monthly balance sheet figures, monthly cash budget 
r$s, and monthly sales figures. The purpose of the loan is an 
t. Finally loan amounts and terms a.re entered. This information 
s a few minutes to enter. Once entered, the accounting data is 
in temporary disk files for use in the various logic modules. 
Constraints of the Model 
In order to have a model of reasonable size, the following con-
ints or assumptions are employed. Basically the overriding con-
int is that the loans being analyzed are to finance growth. 
ndary to this constraint is that the growth is for an existing 
QCt or product line and not a new product. In other words, the 
od we are concerned with in terms of the product life cycle is 
oeriod of growth. Uniform cycles or a distinct seasonal pattern 
ssumed. In identifying working capital requirements, consistent 
cionships between sales and working capital items a.re assumed. 
ice it to say, that the main constraints and assumptions limit 
~omprehensiveness of the model, but at the same time these 
20 
mptions make the model workable. 
Components of the Model 
The control module calls the appropriate logic modules in a 
cal sequence. Each logic module performs a specific function. 
each function is completed the control model is in command. The 
c modules and their basic functions are shown in figure 5 below. 
l 
This is the program which is loaded and executed in CPS. This 
ram contains very little program logic. It primarily is a series 
~alls." Each call causes a specific external procedure or logic 
Le to be loaded and executed by CPS. At any point in time, CRANL 
)ne of the external procedures are resident in the 360/65 CPU 
7. CRAiiJL takes 1 "page" and each logic module is 3 "pages" in 
In CPS only 4 pages of program (s) can be in memory for a 
Le terminal user. Thus this technique of using a control program 
Lng a series of external procedures is a rather heavy utilization 
ie capabilities of CPS. 
The first logic module called is CRl. This external procedure 
the user to key in historical financial statements and projected 
; figures. A number of elementary balance sheet and income state-
calculations are performed. The completed historical financial 
iments and the skeleton pro-forma financial statements are then 




















































Figure 5. Logic Modules of the Model 
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CR2 next uses the temporary file to print balance sheets and 
me statements for each year of history. The intent here is to 
ide the user with a compact record of the history data which 
urnished to the model. 
The temporary file is next used by CR3. This module calculates 
orints eleven financial ratios or figures for up to five years 
istoricq.]_ data. These ratios are listed below: 
1. Quick Ratio 
2. Acid Test Ratio 
3. Profit Margin 
4. Net Income/ Assets 
5. Net Income/Equity 
6. Debt/Assets 
7. Long Term Debt/Capitalization 
8. Debt/Equity 
9. Daily Sales 
10. AR/Daily Sales 
11. CGS/Average Inventory 
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CR4 likewise accesses the temporary disk file of historical data. 
,hen years of historical data, this external procedure calculates 
)rints n-1 "Balance Sheet Changes11 for sources and uses of funds. 
idition to calculating the change from year to year for each 
1ce sheet account and showing this change as a source or use of 
3 , CR4 accumulates figures for total sources and total uses. 
This module requires the user to provide input to the model. 
time the monthly account balances for the asset accounts and 
3ales are keyed in for a twelve month period. These figures may 
Lther historical or projected. The logic of WCl works with 
23 
i assets, permanent current assets, and variable current assets. 
?;Oal here is to derive a set of relationships between .. the growth 
:lles and changes in the three categories of assets just mentioned. 
~ relationships shed some light on the purpose of the loan as 
as on seasonal fluctuations in current assets. 
More input to the model is requested by this module. Monthly 
budget figures are keyed in. Beginning cash and minimum cash 
~es are entered. The calculation that follows is a simple cash 
calculation on a month by month basis. Once again the data and 
llated information is presented to the user in tabular form for 
~ use in the model. 
, CR5B, CR5C 
At this point we are ready to make projections about the future. 
)f three modules reads the historical data and calculates pro 
i income statements. The historical data and the projected data 
3 written on a second temporary disk file for later use. CR5A is 
Lled if the purpose of the loan is for variable current assets. 
5B is called when permanent current assets or permanent working 
)ital is the purpose of the loan. CR5C is called if the loan is 
finance fixed assets as well as permanent working capital. 
,D 
This logic module reads the temporary disk file to get the his-
·ical and projected data. Available cash is calculated for each 
24 
~ and printed out. The net income is increased by interest and 
)reciation. Dividends paid are deducted to give the amount of cash 
.ch could be applied to the retirement of a loan. 
E 
The final external procedure asks for the purpose of the loan 
, when appropriate, for loan terms. The program calculates interest 
principal according to the purpose(s) of the financing and lists 
figures to be compared with the results of CR5D. 
Outputs of the Model 
The procedure or model intermingles outputs and inputs in a 
versational manner. The outputs were designed to be informative, 
cise, and pertinant to each phase of the analysis. The outputs 
be classified as historical and pro-forma. 
The historical outputs are the larger group. Beginning with 
mcial statements, the terminal types out annual balance sheets 
income statements. Next the user gets up to five years of 
2. 
nancial ratios from which to derive any trends. Then the program 
ints a statement of balance sheet changes from one year to the next. 
is is to show historical sources and uses of funds. 
A transition between historical and projected data is begun when 
2thly asset figures are printed out in an analysis of assets in re-
Gian to growth and seasonal changes. In addition, key factors show-
s the rate of change of VCA, PCA, and FA relative to the rate of 
mge of sales are listed. The transition continues with cash 
iget figures. 
Finally projected ca~h flow figures are output as the key output 
t,he s~ries of programs. To evaluate the repayment capability, the 
3t output prints the financing requirements according to the purpose 
the financing and the amount. 
Summary 
The procedure described above executes a series of "programs" 
.ch run in a conversational mode. The programs request input, 
irate under constraints, and print outputs to assist in the credit 
ision. The next chapter describes how the commercial loan officer 
ld employ the model to analyze a loan request. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
USE OF THE MODEL 
As a Supplement to Judgment 
The model developed in this paper is not a decision model be-
1se it does not contain any decision-making logic in its programming. 
~t h~s evolved is an aid to decision-making which the commercial loax 
ficer can use to analyze a firm's credit situation. By using this 
~hnique the loan officer gains the speed and power of the computer 
quickly perform a great many calculations. The results of these 
Lculations are presented in an orderly fashion or procedure which 
intended to give the loan officer enough information upon which 
make the decision. The procedure presented here is not intended 
replace the loan officer or make any decisions but merely to assist 
decisions. 
As a Conversational Program 
The model itself can be used with very little instruction other 
m the definition of the symbols because the programs "lead'' the 
,r. That is, the programs tell the user when to input data and 
in exactly what item is to be entered. Thus the person at the 
·minal needs only interact with the computer in a "real-time," 
1versational manner. 
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Use of IBM/CPS 
In order to use the procedure developed in this paper, the user 
G have access to the proper combination of IBM computer hardware, 
GWare, and typewriter terminal. At OSU these facilities are readily 
ilable so that all that is necessary is to know how to use these 
ilities. 
The procedure for using IBM/CPS at OSU is as follows: 
1) Turn the IBM 274l terminal on. 
2) Dial the extension telephone number of the 
computer . ( 764l) • 
3) When the computer answers with.a tone, press the 
"data" button on the telephone. 
4) Hit the ''Return" button on the terminal. 
5) "Login" on the terminal. 
6) Give the "Password." 
The user is now ready to begin the use of the model. 
Executing the Program 
The control module is loaded into the "blackboard" of CPS memory 
ociated with the particular 274l terminal in use by typing the 
mand "load (CRANL, REW)." The control module is run (executed) 
typing in the connnand "xeq." At this connnand, CRANL calls the 
st external procedure and from this point on the procedure is 
ected by CRANL according to the responses of the user. An example 




To assist the user of this program a list of symbols follows. 
'.hese symbols are used both by the programs and by the user to identi-























- Accrued expenses account 
- Accumulated depreciation account 
- Conversational answer from the user 
- Accounts payable account 
- Accounts receivable account 
- Accounts receivable collected 
- Beginning cash balance 
Current assets (total) 
- Cash account 
- Current assets (misc account) 
Cost of goods sold account 
- Current liabilities (misc account) 
- Common stock account 
- Common stock dividends paid 
- Cash disbursements 
Cash expenses 
Cash interest payments 
- Cash operating expenses 
Cash tax payments 
Cash required 
- Cumulative year to date cash required 








- Changes in total assets 
Earnings before interest and tax.es 
- Earnings before tax.es 
Fixed assets (total) 
- Ratio of asset inflow to sales 
- Ratio of change in current assets to change in sales 
- Ratio of change in fixed assets to change in sales 
Gross Margin 
- Accounting period 
- Interest paid account 
- Inventory account 
- Long term debt account 
- Marketable securities account 
- Minimum cash 
- Net cash (total receipts less total disbursements) 
Net income 
Notes payable account 
Operating expense account 
Operating profit 
other assets account 
other income account 
Preferred stock account 
Preferred dividend paid 
Property account 
- Retained earnings account 
- Sales account 
Proceeds from sale of marketable securities 
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es - Taxes account 
- Total assets (total capital) 
ASS - Total assets (subtotal) 
CA - Total current assets (subtotal) 
CL - Total current liabilities (subtotal) 
DIS - Total cash disbursements 
LNW - Total liabilities and net worth 
his - number of years of historical financial statements 
pro - number of years of proforma financial statements 
ple Execution 
The firm requesting financing in this example is a small manu-
turer of women's and girl's skirts and dresses. The loan request 
for approximately $170,000 most of which is thought to be for 
ancing of current assets. 
After performing "login" to CPS and after loading the program, 
ready to proceed with the example. By typing in 'xeq' the program 
ins to execute. 
The first instructions given by the model tell us to enter the 
ber of years of annual financial statements we wish to use for 
tory. When we enter the number of years, the program requests 
ance sheet data, income statement data, and dividends paid for 
1 year of the history. Next the program asks for the minimum 
1 balance desired. 
in(busl, 12243) 
SWORD: 
) AFTERNOON: USER 02; TIME 12:30:03 4/11/74; 
i(CRANL, REW) 
JRE TO PERFORM A STEPWISE COMMERCIAL CREDIT ANALYSIS 
;he number of years of historical statements to be keyed in 
1istorical data for year 1 
)alance sheet data 








he number of years of pro-forma financial statements,to be 
i, is asked f~r by the program. When received, the progra~ 
sks for projected sales for each of these years. 
the number of years of pro-forma statements to be created 
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The program now begins to print out a financial analysis of the 
storical data. First, balance sheets and income statements are 
inted out for each year of historical data up to five years. This 
done primarily to verify the correct entry of the data. 
LANCE SHEET YR 2 INCOME STATEMENT 
.sh $ 5000 Sales ',$ 600000 
tsec 15000 Cgs 300000 
20000 GM 300000 
.v 30000 Operex 50000 
.sset 0 Deprex 12000 
IJ:CA 70000 OPERPR 238000 
·op 180000 othinc 0 
depr 50000 EBIT 238000 
her a 0 Int 10000 
IJ:ASS 200000 EBT 228000 
Taxes 200000 










A ratio analysis follows which prints eleven ratios for each 
,ar of historical data. Here trends can be dBtermined in any of 
Le four areas of liquidity, activity, leverage, and profitability 
, comparing with industry ratios. 
YR= 1 2 3 4 5 
RATIO 2.14:1 2.33:1 o. :1 o. :1 o. :1 
'EST RATIO 1.43 :1 1.33 :1 o. :1 o. :1 o. :1 
' MARGIN .16 • 05 o. o. o . 
3ETS .43 • 14 o. o. o . 
JITY .38 .28 o. o. o. 
\.SSETS • 51 .50 o. o. o • 
3T/CAPL .40 .41 o. o. o. 
~QUITY 1.36 1.25 o. o. o. 
SALES $ 1370 $ 1644 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 
{ SALES 11 12 0 0 0 TIMES 
JE INV 0 11 0 0 0 TIMES 
'Jext a report of balance sheet changes is given for each period 
en the historical balance sheets. This analysis shows the 
~ of funds and the use. Here a judgment can be made as to the 
priateness of the use of funds based upon the source. 
CE SHEET CHANGES 
1 to 2 
















.., 49000 49000 
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The program instructs us to enter monthly balance sheet informa-
on assets covering a period of 12 months. This is done to get 
cture of total assets, fixed assets, and current assets as they 
tuate with seasonal changes in sales. The program prints this 
34 
,rmation out in a table. Three figures are printed out for use in 
Lre calculations. These figures are ratios which link fluctuation 
rariable current assets to sales, increases in permanent current 
its to sales, and changes in fixed assets to sales. 























































enter projected monthly cash buqget 
1res. Once completed, the program asks for a beginning cash 
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ance and a minimum cash figure for our monthly data. After enter-
these figures, the typewriter types out a message asking if we 
h to see the monthly cash budget figures. We do, so we type in 
s.' The program responds with a table for 12 months showing total 
eipts, total disbursements, .net cash, year-to-date cumulative cash, 
imum cash, and year-to-date cash required. The year-to-date cash 
Qired at year end tells us how much permenant financing we need. 
minimum amount in the year-to-date cash required column shows us 
large the line of credit needs to be for this firm. The last two 
Qres printed out by the program show us the total of the months 
h. an inflow of cash and the net of all inflows and outflows. 
er monthly cash budget figures 
Jil(l) 
)0 
you wish to see the monthly cash budget figures? 
rn TCYI'REC TDrDIS NETCSH CUMSCH Mincsh 
L 36000 108000 -72000 -62000 15000 
2 36000 L,.l:p8600 -12600 -74600 15000 
3 35000 _,1pB600 -12600 -87200 15000 
+ 42000 66600 35400 -51800 15900 
) 63000 95400 -32400 -84200 15000 
I 
93000 125100 -32100 -116300 15000 ) 
7 147000 91300 55700 -60600 15000 
3 193000 7300 100700 40100 15000 
1 54000 125800 -71800 -31700 15000 
) 36000 56600 -20600 -52300 15000 
L 36000 56600 -20600 -72900 15000 
















The procedure is now ready to project pro-forma data. The 
~ram asks for the purpose of the loan. It uses this purpose to 
. the external procedure which projects the accounts according 
;he purpose. Each of these three logic modules asks for "Fl, 11 
11 and 11F3" from a prior step. The program continues at this 
rt by printing a cash flow for each year that is projected. Net 
)me after taxes plus interest payments and depreciation give the 
mt of cash before dividend payments. With dividend payments 
,racted out, the final cash figure for each year gives the total 
1bility of the firm to pay interest and principal. The lQan 
i._cer now has an estimate of the firm's repayment capacity. 
~r purpose of loan as shown below 
finance variable current assets 
finance permanent current assets 
) finance fixed assets 
)OS 









Once again the program asks the user to enter the purpose of th, 
financing. This time the program uses the response to ask for the 
9.lilount of each type of financing. The program replies with a state-
nent about the seasonal (i.e. variable working capital) financing. 
[f permanent working capital is requested, the program asks for the 
m.nual interest rate and assumes repayment in one year. Finally if 
fixed capital is being financed, the program asks for the interest 
'.'ate. With this information the program prints out the level paymeni 
3.Il1ount for repayment terms of 1 to 10 years. 
~nter the purpose of the financing 
L=financing VWC 
2=financing VWC & PWC 
3=financing VWC, PWC, & FC 
)urpOS 
3 







(inancing for seasonal fluctuatmons = 31000 
?inancing PWC 
~nter the interest rate 
Jnint 
.10 
'rincipal = 100000 
:nterest = 10000 
~inancing fixed capital 




= 1 LEVEL PYMT = 16500 
= 2 LEVEL PYMT = 8642.8671428572 
= 3 LEVEL PYMT = 6031. ?220543807 
= 4 LEVEL PYMT = 4732.0620555015 
= 5 LEVEL PYMT 3958.9522i19212 
= 6 LEVEL PYMI' = 3h1+4.11079544 
= 7 LEVEL PYMT = 3081.9224855980 
= 8 LEVEL PYMT = 28i1.6602836222 
= 9 LEVEL PYMT = 2604.6080861152 
= 10 LEVEL PYMT = 2441.1009232377 
The program has now completed execution. The loan officer has 
analysis_o;f historiGal financi?]. statements to examine for trends 
for proper financing patterns. He also has seasonal information 
ch has been used to project pro-forma financial information. The 
h budget information can give him an idea of the type and amount 
financing needed for current assets. The final two outputs give 
repE}.yment capab::lJ_ity and the amount of repayment needed for the 
uested financing. With this series of inputs and outputs the loan 
icer has an organized set of aids to his decision-making process. 
From the example presented here, the loan officer can infer that 
firm needs a line of credit of $131,000 of which $100 7000 is 
ded. to finance permanent working capital. Since the request is 
$100 7000 to finance permanent working capital and $15,000 for 
.ed capital, the purpose of the loan is roughly correct. The re-
ment is $126,500 in one year while the cash flow for that year is 
7,313. So the firm has the capability to repay the amount in 
:stion. In answering the basic questions about the size of the 
n and repayment schedule, the loan officer. has at his fingertips 
ios, a sources and uses of funds statement, asset fluctuation 
a, and cash budget information. There are many more qualitative 
. behavioral factors involved in such a aecision, to be sure, but 
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s program can help with many of the analytical aspects of decision-
ing. For this reason, it seems the model has definite potential 
the world of commercial bank lending. 
Potential Use of the Model 
This model could be used by a bank in its commercial loan'de-
tment to evaluate the loan requests to finance growth. Similar 
els, or more comprehensive models, could help evaluate applications 
firms seeking funds for purposes other than growth. 
The time-sharing aspect of this model makes it economically 
sible for banks to use. The quick response and the large number 
calculations performed make such a tool valuable to a bank in 
roving the quality of its loans. Those same benefits can be seen 
enhance the competitive position of the bank. 
Summary 
This model is an aid to the loan officer which utilizes the 
er and speed of the computer in a conversational manner. The 
grani. is written in CPS/PL! for use on an IBM 360 computer which 
the IBM/CPS program product as a software feature. The user 
t be familiar with the procedures of the installation (OSU) to 
cute the program. Once loaded and executed the program will give 
terminal user sufficient instructions to successfully run the 
gram to completion. Finally, this model, while designed specifi-
ly for CPS, could be modified for "batch" processing or made 
nable to other time sharing systems with a minimum effort. 
CHAPl'ER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 
This project was undertaken to create a model to perform a 
ommercial credit analysis. During the development of the model, 
onstraints were added, to make the project feasible. For example, 
he resulting prog+am provides a credit analysis for firms whose 
roduct iJ3 in th.e grqwth or mature stage of the product life cycle. 
A more comprehensive model that included demand analysis and 
hich would also be stochastic would require a great programming 
ffort and would require a different approach frmm the one used 
ere to exploit conversational programming. 
The results of this project show that such models can be con-
tructed. Final evaluation of the model developed in this paper will 
epend on actual usage in a number of trial analyses. Only bJ test-
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APPENDIX A 
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
42 
4: 
/*This program calls tr.e lofic modules which*/; 
, /*perform the commercial credit analsis*/; 
, -------T*For-spec,·f, c:· func:t, ohs ·perrortnect-secr,'f'-;- ---------
, /*the module which performs those functions•/; 
. DECLARE CRl ENTRY EXT; 
-. ---·----·urnr..rrr -c1rT·rNTITT-tXT; -----·---
DECLARE CR3 E~TRY EXT; 
. DECLARE CR4 ENTRY EXT; 
-. ----·-------r,[tTA11 r·-·c1rsA-ElITRTTXT;---·----------·-
D EC LARE CRSC ENTRY EXT; 
. DECLARE CRSC ENTRY EXT; 
-. --------cit.[ATfr--·c-R-s-c---r,ffrrT--TXT; ___ _ 
DECLARE CRSE ENTRY EXT; 
DECLARE ~Cl ENTRY EXT; 




• CALL CR3; 





• CALL l\·c2; ___ _ 
. . RELtASE ; 
PUT LI s T( I I ) i 
. PUT LIST('Enter purpose of loan as shown below'); 
-;·------------·-FCTTI.STC'T=fo-·fTnarfi::e va-r1a1ne-cTfYre·n1:-·assetstT; 
PUT LIST('2=to finance permanent current assets'); 
• PUT LIST('3=to finance fixed assets'); . ------- -- Pt:rrrsrcrry; -----------·----------···-·------·-·-·---
GET LIST(purpos); 
IF purpos=l THEN CALL CRSA; -------·--ri:····p-urpos=21HH!TA[CCR5B; __________________ _ 
IF purpos=3 THEN CALL CRSC; 








D EC LARE @Cranl FILE OUTPUT ENV( V(60) 
DECLARE Cash(lO) DEC(6); 
01:CLARE M1<rsecTTCTY-DECTor·; 
DECLARE AR(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE lnv(lO) DEC(6); 
-----·--u ECTA~ET!fssetTTO Y-'DECTo); 
DECLARE TOTCA(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Prop(lO) DEC(6); 
------oTCTAKCAccfepr(TOTDl:CT61; 
CECLARE Othera(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE TOTASS(lO) DEC(6); -----····-·utc LARt'APTTDTDECTu1; _________ _ 
DECLARE Notes(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Accrex(lO) DEC(6); 
----------·orcTAr.E-CTi aoTTOTlJECTo)'_; _________ _ 
DECLARE TOTCL(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Ltdebt(lO) DEC(6); 
------------0 EC [AR E-commofftTCluECTcJT-
DE CLARE Pfd(lO) DEC(G); 
DECLARE RE(lO) DEC(6); 
----·--orCTATff-TOITf\ff;Tro r1:TCT6); 
DECLARE Sales(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Cgs(lC) DECC6); -----·---·---i:5rcnr.r··c,•.:o·or-r;rcrG'lT ___ _ 
DECLARE Operex(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Deprex(lO) DEC(6); 
-·-·--·--·--·cECLAlZCuPEKPffC1G)··ui=:ctET; 
DECLARE Othinc(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE EBIT(lC) DEC(6); 
---- -----cE:C L-AT, E--lnHTG T'l::TCT6);'----------·-··---·· 
DECLARE EBT(lO) DEC(G); 
DECLARE Taxes(lO) DEC(6); 
----·---·-1srcn·nr N rcrar-m:: n G > ; 
DECLARE Corndiv(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Pfddiv(lO) DEC(6); 
-----·------·- --1; F.C LARE ·1: n ca shrTJ"D ECTo'J ;----·------------------------------
A 01: PLlT LISTC 11 ); 
PUT LISTC'PROCEDLRE TO PERFORt' A STEP\'/ISE COVi/Ef'CIAL CREDIT M'ALYSIS': 
..A 02 :---rurtTSTT"'r); ------ -----------··---------------------·------·-·-· 
PuT LIST('Enter the number of years of historical statements to be kei 
GF.T LIST(yrshls); ·--·--------·pcr-rrsnrrr; ______ _ 
IF yrshis<l THEN GO TO A02; 
IF yrshis>S THEN GO TO A02; 
--·--A06:-- rm-1=r·1cf-yrshl s; ---·-·---- -------------·-·---------
PUT LIST( 1 Enter historical data for year ',i); 
Pl;T LI ST( II ) i 
--··-·----·-PGlT1:., T crrn te r oa lance shee tda ta';; --·--·----·---------------
PUT LIST( 11 ); 
GET LIST(Cash(i),~:ktsec(i),AR(i),lnv(i),Casset(i~); 
---·-----GET- LTs T {Pro p(r ) , Acdepr(r)~·o the rclTTTY;----·-·--·-·--------------
G ET LI ST(AP ( i), Notes ( i), Acer ex ( i), C 11 ab ( i)); 
GET LIST{Ltdebt(i) Cornmon(i),Pfd(i),RE(i}); ---------PUT-LI ST(,·,-);----- '..t.... _____________ ---·--·-·---------·---------
PUT LIST( 1 F.nter income statement data'); 
Pl:T LIST(''); 
---·-- G·ET- LISTCSaies(T), Cgsffi ,OperexTTT;Deprex( r) Y; ----
GET LIST(Othinc(I ), lnt(i ),Taxes(i )); 





PuT LIST('Enter minimum cash'); 
GET LIST(Mncash); ----crl.TST{-i--t--; _ _;_ ________________________ _ 
DO i=l TO yrshls; 
TOT CA ( i ) =Cash ( i ) + i• k ts e c ( i ) + I n v ( I ) +AR C I ) +Cass et C I ) • 
; 
PUT LIST('Enter th number of years of proforma statements to be creat1 
-----G-E-T LI ST ( Yl""S-'7r""· -4-------------------~-----
PUT LIST("); 
















~RITE FILE(@Cranl) FROr(yrshls) ; 
~RITE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~.(Cash) ; 
------'hR I TE FI LE {1'1C r a_n 1 ) Ff,OHl·.fs,_it,.;,s=-'--.1------------------
~R I TE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~(AR) ; 
~RITE FILE(@Cranl) FROr(lnv) ; 
\·/RI TE FI LE C @Cran 1 ) FRO/.: ( Casse~t )L...J•L...-----------------
------i~R I TE FI LE (@Cranl) FRO/,.(TOTCA) ; 
WRITE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~.(Prop) ; 
\:/RI TE FI LE C @Cr an l) F ROtv: (~A~c~d~epi::..r!...)L-.J;t....-_______________ _ 
------\-·;R.IT.Ci=rm@Cranl) FROi-'.(Othera) ; 
WRITE FILE(&Cranl) FRO~(TOTASS) ; 
~RITE FILE(@Cranl) FROr(AP) • 
_____ ..:..:..v,RTIEFILEC@Crunl) FROt-'.CNotes) ; 
hRITE FILE(@Cranl) FnO~(Accrex); 
v.111 TE FI LE (@Cran l) FRO~'~.(~Cc!.1..!..i~a~b.!...)-L.· -----------------
----- hR I TE FILE(@Cranl) FROMTOTCL) ; 
~.RITE FILE(@Cranl) FROULtdebt); 
~.RI TE F I LE (@Cran 1 ) FRO~'. ( Corrm,!'.:o~nc!_;)!__J_:__ ______________ _ 
-----~v,-nlrEFlTE\@Cranl )-FROITPfd) ; 
~RITE FILE(@Cranl) FROr(RE) ; 
~.RI TE FI LE (@Cr an 1 ) FRO/v CTOT,2,L~N!!.'W:..!.)__,_• -----------------
------\-,fi I TE FILE(@Cranl) FROHSales) ; 
~RITE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~(Cgs) ; 
______ i_·VR ITE FI LE ( €~ran 1) FROt:. ( GU ;L...-------------------
~R I TE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~(Operex) 
WRITE FILE(@Cranl) FROV(Deprex); 
WRITE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~(OPERPR) • 
-----~~RT1T'T"IT~CranTl!'=ROTTOtr.1nc'-t--'------------------
WRITE FILE(@Cranl) FRO~(EBIT) ; 
\.';RITE FILE(@Cranl) FRQ~;(lnt) 
-· - vm I TE F I LE ( @C ran ; 
~RITE FILEC@Cranl) FRO~(Taxes) 
____ hR.ITE. FI_LE(@Cranl) _FROt,'.(t(I LL 
v:RITE FILEC@Cranl) FROHComdlv) 
~RITE FILE(QCranl) FRO~(Pfddiv) 










____c_rr2.~:-~P.R.QC£Uu11:U:..._,;..... _________________________ ~ 
CECLARE @Cranl FILE INPUT 
DECLARE Cash(lO) DEC(6); 
----~D~E~Cl.All.E __ Kk .. t.s .. ac..C.1-Ql....O~..\...IL'-4-___________________ _ 
DECLARE AR(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE lnv(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Casset(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE TOTCA(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Prop(l.QJ_Q.ff:..C..fi.J...;...'--------,--------=---------
; 
DECLARE Acdepr(lO) DEC(6); 
_____ D"'-"E CJ.....AllE_Q.thar.aJ..l O > DEC LO...L;..... _______ ..:.__. __________ _ 
DECLARE TOTASS(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE AP(lO) DEC(6); 
------"-DE=-. C. L.AB..E.....JiQ..t es Cl O ) DEC C 6 l : 
DECLARE Accrex(lO) DEC(6); 
; 
DECLARE CJiab(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE TOTCL(lO) DEC(6); 
____ _12E.CLAllE.....Lt.de.b..ti.10.LD.EC .. uC 5J..lt.;;___.: __ ___.: ________________ _ 
DECLARE Cornrnon(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Pfd(lO) DEC(6); 
____ ___,,_DE_CJ.ARE......B.EJJJl.LJlE..c...LJit..L;..'---------------------
DECLARE TOTLNW(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Sales(lO) DEC(6); 
-------=D!;_C_LARE.._CgS..C.JJl..LD.EC..Ui...i..;...• ----------,---------------
DEC LARE G~(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Operex(lO) DEC(6); 
----~D~E-C-1 ARE.....f:..ep.r..e.x..U..0.LD.E.Cl.6J,..;• __ ..;.._ ______________ _ 
DECLARE OPERPR(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Othlnc(lO) DEC(6); 
--------'D,_._EC.LARE.....EB..LI..Ci.c.L.D.E..C..Lo..;..,;....... ___________________ _ 
DECLARE lnt(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE fBT(lO) DEC(6); 
__________ .CECLARL TaxesLlO.LDEc..uil.;---------------------
DEC LARE Nl(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Corndiv(lO) DEC(6); 
----~EC.LARE_~nfdwd~iuvu(~J~O~l-llic:.wWl-.1'+-------------------:----






OPEN FILE(@Cranl) INPUT; 
RfAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(yrshls) ; 
----~ EAt....E..lLEi.@.CJ:.anl..LlH.I.Cl.LC.as.n.J....-,:-----------..--------
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(~ktsec); 
REAv FILE(@Cranl) (NTO(AR) ; 
---· .........JlE.AlllE(..@Cr.an..l..}.JU.TOU...A¥-~:--------------------
READ FILE(GCranl) INTC(Casset); 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(TOTCA) ; 
_____ R£J\t......E.!.U ( :J.C.r.an-W---Wil-TO-(-ll--r:-Gt'}.,l--Jf-------------------
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Acdepr) ; 
READ Fl LE(@Cranl) INTO(Othera) ; 
----...R.EAILF..J .. LEC..@C.r:an.l.)-U,J .. TO(-TOTA~,..::,...J......;....-------'-----------
READ FILE(~Cranl) INTO(AP) ; 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Notes) ; 
REAC FI LE rnr..tanl l. HJJO< Ar-r..r,:,1t) 
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READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Cllab); 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(TOTCL) ; 
-----RE-A{}-F.ll:.t{-@Cr-an+HN-T-0-fH-d-e-b,+t..\-) :_._ ______________ _ 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Common) 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Pfd) ; 
-----+1cREA&-F+-l-H@C-r-an-l-H-N1=;..t..c,-e:4.~,.:_--------------------
R EAD FILE(@Cranl) INTOCTOTLNW) ; 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Sales) ; 
-----REA&---F--l·l-f-(-@er aid) I NHr~.....\-~----------_;__ ________ _ 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(G~) ; 
READ FILE(@CrcJnl) I ITO(Operex) 
-RE--.4t,FttE(@Cranl) INTOCDeprex) 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(OPERPRj ; 
. ____ R_E_AD FILE(@CranJ..~~--------------------
READ Fl LE(@Cranl) ltHO(EBIT) ; 
READ FILE(@Cranl) ltlTOClnt); 
~"it1::""t@Crcrrrtt-1~M-r-o~c-EB-1~,.......:.;--------------,------
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Taxes) ; 
REAC FILE(@Cranl)........!.l~N~T~C~(~NLIL)~; ___ _;_ _______________ ~ 
-----REAC-FI LEClfCranl) L fO(Comdlv) 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Pfddlv) ; 
A09: DO i=l TO y~r~s~h~i~s~·------------------c----------
PliT LI ST(Tt); 
Pl,T LISTC'BALANCE SHEET YR',i,'INCOf.E STATE/./;EMT 1 ); 
PUT LI ST( I I ) ; 
-----~·1"'T-IT.AGE1'Casfi';CashCi), 1Sales 1 ,Sales(1 ))(imagel); 
Pl,T 11-'.AGE( •r.;ktsec' ,Mktsec(i ), 'C1:s' ,Cgs(i ))(imcJge2); 
PUT I ::,AGE ( 'AR 1 , AR ( i ) , 1 GI.: 1 , 61-'. ( i ~»!....~C:..:.im:.::a~,E~e::.:2~)~;:....,....,,...,.....---= ......... ----------
-----pi:;r-r ~;AGE ( 1 Inv r;Tnv( i), 1 Operex 1 , Operex ( i) )( image2); 
PUT fgAGE('Casset 1 ,Casset(l),'Deprex',Deprex(l))(lmage2); 
PUT 11'.AGE( 1 TOTCA 1 , TOTCA( I) 1 1 0PERPR 1 , OFERPR(..!.i..t..)..t..)~(.!.;im~a!,'.g"'-'e,,,__2~) ;,..._ __ ..........; ___ _ 
-------.PL.:T I /,'.AGE(' Prop r;Prop( i), 10th inc 1 , 0th inc ( i)) ( lmage2); 
PL.:T l~AGE('Acdepr 1 ,Acdepr(i),'EBIT 1 ,EBIT(i))(lmage2); 
PUT I !,;AGE( 'Othera ', Othera ( i) 1 'Int 1 , Int ( i)) ( i_m~a~r.~e"'-2=-L-) ''-. ---------
-----~E( 1TOTASS 1, TOTASS( I), 1 EBT 1 ,EBT(i))Cimage2); 
PUT l~AGEC'Taxes',Taxes(i))(image3); 
PUT I ~;AGE C 'A~P l.!...L I N I 1 ,_MI _C i ) ),....:(~i!.!.!mc.Sa!.Lg~e:...~2:.L)...,_· _____________ _ 
------.PCfll.'AGEl'f:otes T, ~;otes (l))(lmage4); 
PUT IVAGE('Accrex',Accrex(i))Clmage4); 
PUT H' AGE ( 1 C 1 I ab '.LC 1 I a~-=b~Cwi~)~)'....-l(~i..!.!.m~a!Lf..!::e~4:+).L; ________________ _ 
-----;.,,..u;,,·r;;,-lr,~ . .,.:.:A ... GIT'TOTCT1, Toft L ( I ) ) ( i mage4); 
PUT IMAGE( 1 Ltdebt',Ltdebt(l)){image4); 
PCT I !<AGE ( 1 Common', Co-.:,:m~.m~,o~n'...!C..:.l..!.)..!.)~(~i:!!m~a!:<.g.:::.e.:!.4~) L; ----------------
-----P~GTTF;AGl: r' .. Pfor;pTcfCT)) C lmage4); 
PUT l~AGE('RE 1 ,RE(l))(image4); 
PUT 11,iAGE( 1TOTLNii 1 , TOTU'v:( i)) C image4); 
-----.... Gr'TTSi ; 
ENO ; 
CLOSE FILE(@Cranl) ; 
------.-ND CR2; 
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--CP-3: PR0Cl:l)1;~ ; 
DECLARE @Cranl FILE IKPUT 
DECLARE Cash(lO) DEC(6); 
------Err,11;nE-r,11<tsectroi4'c~---------------------
DECLARE AR(lO) CEC(6); 
DECLARE lnv(lO) DEC(6); 
; 
CECLARE Casset(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE TOTCA(lO) DEC(6); -----~·l:CTAITT:l'rop(TU")--uEC-,-.-.,...,_ ____________________ _ 
. 
DECLARE Acdepr(lO) DEC(6); 
-------<DMECtAR1:-01:1Te-nr-C~-ee·-'l-,.---------------------
DEC LARE TOTASS(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE AP(lO) DEC(6); 
------aoME-Ct~m:-Ncne-si--i-o-r-oe--"'4-~, --------------------
DEC LARE Accrex(lO) DEC(6); 
; 
, 
DECLARE Cliab(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE TOTCL(lO) DEC(6); 
------01:ct-,i;-R1:t.1:""deb-rtlil,OEP-h«-+-,.---------------------
DECLARE Common(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Pfd(lO) DEC(6); 
------nf.et-Anf-R-E~·e-tn7~,-----------------------
DECLARE TOTLNW(lO) DEC(6); 
CECLARE Sales(lO) DEC(6); 
------.,,EC[ARE-CgsT1or-trrcTo1~;-'----------------------
DECLARE G~ClO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Operex(lO) DEC(6); 
------c~,E~cnirrE-rei5rexCTCTlJTCT,.,...,"'""", -----------------------
c Ec LARE OPERPR(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE Othinc(lO) DEC(6); 
------EtTAT{E EB I rrrur~-----------------------
DECLARE lnt(lO) DEC(6); 
CECLARE ECT(lC) DEC(6); 
-----~·EcrARF"""TaxestTITT·~~_,_,....---------------------
CECLARE Nl(lO) DEC(6); 
CECLARE Comdiv(lO) CEC(6); 
------c~E~C~[]llfcl'"faclTv(TOTl}FCi·~~;--------------------
CEC LARE gncash(l) DEC(6); 
image5: IMAGE; 
~;~~~- --.--:! --.--:! --.--:1 --.--:1 --.--:! 
imaee6: IMAGE; 
---------- . --.----,mate/: lt..7\G~ 
---------- TlfvES 
lmage6: l~;AGF.; ----7~-------~s-----------s~----------~s----------~s----------------------
DEcLARE R(lO) DEC(6); 
OPEN FILE(QCranl) INFLT; 
------R~E'""A!;FTlTf1~1:?ar'!Tr-fN~l~c~c~y=r~srhrs=-....-~;=------------------
READ FI LE(@Cranl) ltHO(Cash) ; 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) n!TOCl·'.ktsec) ; 
READ FILEC@Cranl) l~TO(A~) ; 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(lnv) ; 
-~--~--','~~:~!~g__;,,..~~:t=~=-;~ig~:~~~ :~;g~¥~~~-:~~~>-;~-------~-~-------
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Prop); 
READ FILEtlCranl) INTO(Acdepr) • 
REA u--F ITE u CY a n1,rnro (01: 1,-ei--a-,-; 
READ FILE aCranl) IIHO(TO"T:ASS) ; 
·----·- READ_f.lLEC@Crc:1oli_1n:o(AJt; __ . 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Notes) ; 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Accrex) ; 
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____ __REA[L_F-1.LEC@Cr.an1J-1J.'i.I .. 0.(C.U ..... a ..... b~l__,_; __________________ _ 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTC(TOTCL) ; 
READ FILE(@Cranl) ltHO(Ltdebt) ; 
_____ __._,E.AIL.E.LLE.(@C .. ran.U_jJjJfilC .. o..,.m .... mw.Ou.O.ul'--# ________________ _ 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Pfd); 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(RE) ; 
_____ __,R=,E.Af'~_E_C@C...r..an.l) I tffOiJ .. O.I.....,..t.LL..-+------------------
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Sales) ; 
REAC FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Cgs); 
_____ __._1.!;.AD E 11 EC@..C.r..an.L,__) ~IL.LN.....,T ..... O'-'C..,..G,...!v'..,.)--; __________________ _ 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Operex); 
READ Fl LE(@Cranl) I fTO(Deprex) 
-----~--' EAD EI LEl.@C.r.anlJ_lfil.O...C...O ...... P .... E uR ..... P ,_R.,_) ------------------
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Othlnc) 
READ FILE(@Cranl) lt~TO(ESIT) ; 
_____ __.__,_RE/ID E.Ll.Ll..@.C.r.an 1 > I NI..Q.Un-'-J...---------------------
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(EBT); 
READ FILE(@Cranl) l~TO(Taxes) ; 
~----..READ EI LLc.@C..r.an.1L.L1ICl..N.L..__,,___ _________________ _ 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Comdlv) 
READ FILE(@Cranl) INTO(Pfddiv) 
AlQ: P!,J_Ll..S.I.L!..!_t~·---------------------------
PUT LIST('RATI0 1 ); 
PUT LI ST ( I I ) ; 
______ P.VT LIST(' YR= 1 2 3 4 S'l: 








-----~p~i.;~·T~l~~;=/\GE ~ .. QL I CK RAT Io'. RC 1), RC 2 >. RC 3 LR( 4 >. RC 5 > > C images>; 
CO l=B TO C; 
RCi)=CCashCl)+Mktsec(l)+ARCl))/TOTCL(I); 
________ END_; -----------
PUT IMAGEC'ACID TEST RATI0 1 ,R(l),R(2),R(3),R(4),R(S))(image5); 
DO l=B TO C; 
RC i ) =MI CI ) I Sa 1 es ( I ) ; 
END; 
PUT IMAGE('PROFIT MARGIN',R(l),R(2),R(3),R(4),R(S))(ireage6); 
DC l=E TO _C; __ -.,....,....,-------------------~---~ R(i)=Nl(i)/TOTASSCI); 
; ND ; 
PUT l~AGEC'MI/ASSETS 1 ,R(l),R(2),R(3),RC4),R(S))Cimage6); 
DO i=B TO C; 
R ( i ) = N I (I ) I (Common C i ) +Pf d ( I ) +RE ( I )) ; 
----~~END~·~-..,....,....~-,--~~...,.--,---,--,.........,-~--,-~-,--cc-,~~--:---~,------~-
P~T IKAGE( 1 NI/EQUITY 1 ,R(l),RC2),R(3),RC4),R{S))(image6); 
DO i=B TO C; 
R(i)=(TOTCL(i)+Ltdebt(~l~>~>~LT~O~T~A~S~S~(~i~>~;~---~---------~ 
END; 
PUT l~AGE( 1 DEBT/ASSETS 1 ,R(1),RC2),R(3),RC4),R(5))(image6); 
CO i=G TO.....f1."7"":"_,...,.=----,--,.--=-,----c---,-,--.,....,-~--------------~ 
R(i)=LtdebtCi)/CTOTAZS(l)-TOTCLCi)); 
END ; 
--------icf'.liT lt,'.AGE ( 1 LT DEBT /CAPL 1 , R( 1), RC 2), RC 3), RC 4), RC 5)) C lmage6); 
DO i=B TO C; . 
R( I )=(TOTCLC I )+LtdebtC i) )/ (CommonC.i )-PfdC i )+RE( i) ); 
END • 
----- Pl7{1~;AGIT'oEBT /EQUITY 1 , RC 1), R( 2), R( 3), RC 4), RC 5)) ( lmage6); 
DO i=B TO-C; 
rl( I ).;,,::,.i,,~(i )/7;i:;c;,_ 
' . ·---·---s-L\..~I..J .. --'Y,W._~..t.~'-'-.L-L-~-r!t.,. . .L, ______ • __ , ______ ~--~--· -----------·-·------~---, 
me ; 
PUT IMAGE('DAILY SALES',R(1),R(2),R(3),R(4),R(SJ)(lmage8); 
__ 00.J.=B_ JO ... C.; ______________ -----·---------·-
R( i )=AR(i )/(Sales(i )/365); 
END ; 
________ PLT JJ,:AG E ( '/,. R/J) LY SALE~ ( 1 ) .,Jli..liL.f:'cO).,, R ( 4), R ( 5) ) ( i IT's.f& 7) 1. ________ _ 
R=O; 
DO i=C+l TO C; 
__ .. ___ RC i )_=C12 ( i) I ( (Inv( i )+ I nvCl:1) )fl.~)-· __ _ 
END ; 
PUT l~AGE('CGS/AVE INV',R(l),R(2),R(3),R(4),R(S))(irnage7); 







_CR.4c...: _ _..P..PJtC.Eil"'lJ""'R_.E...J-______ -"------------------------
CECLA nE acct CHAR(7) VAR; 
CF.CLARE @Cranl FILE INPUT 
-----~D.ECLAPE Casr.(10) OEC(9~)~·'-----------------------
DF.CLAnE ~ktsec(lO) DEC(6); 
OF.CLARE AR(~O) DEC(6); 
DECLARE lnv(lO) DEC(6); 
; 
DECLARE Casset(lO) OEC(6); 
_____ _,,_,F.£.LACE TOTrA(lC) DF.r.(6); 
CF.CLARE Prop(lO) DEC(6); 
; 
____ __.,_Ef.LAR.L~de.n.r:..U~Q~>~D=F.~r~<~6~)~;. ___________________ ~ 
CECLARE Cthera(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE TOTAS~(10) DEC(6); 
OF.CLARE AP(lO}_,,_D~F=C......,._·LJ-·---------------------~ 
DECLARE ~otes(lO) CEC(6); 
DECLAPF. Accrex(lO) DFC(6); 
; 
DF.CLArE Clinb(lO) DF.C(6); 
-----~ErLAP,E TOTCI (lC) Cr. 
PECLARE Ltdebt(lO) DEC(6); 
OF.CLAPE Common(lO) DEC(6); 
_____ DJ:.C..l.A.f'Ll'..f..ill~r,.,_} ~D~-E~C~<-6~> .._: ------------------
DF.C LArE PE(lO) DEC(6); 
f.'ECLARE TGHt!l'(H) DEC'(6); 
_____ CECL~RF Sa)gpJJ~C~)_D~F.~.r~.<~E~)~;~-------------------~ 
CF.CLARE Cgs(lC) DEC(6); 
DECLAPE Gr(lO) DEC(6); 
----~D~Cl-l.fl.f.....QQfil'...~lil.l~O~)-"'-D=EC.><.->..;(6~)~;.___ ___________________ ~ 
CECLAP.E Ceprex(lO) DEC(6); 
CECLARF. CPF.RPP(lO) DEC(6); 
_____ _r_ff,.lA!lE_Q..t.b.ln.c..:~Cl~o~>.___.t;~E~G~<~G~>~:---------------------
DECLARE EBIT(lC) DEC(6); 
DECLARE lnt(lO) DF.C(6); 
_____ C.EC.LAP.L.E.B.Il.l.GJ_JlEClfil~·-----------------------
OEC LAnE Taxes(ln) DEC(E); 
DECLARE Nl(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE CorndivCJr) DFCCEJ: 
DECLARE Pfddlv(lO) DEC(6); 
DECLARE rncash(l) DEC(6); __ -1.Jnage2: lt!'AG.£..; _____________________________ _ 
OPE~ FILE(@Cranl) INPUT; 
_____ R£P.C Fil EC©Cranl) lt'ICCyrsbis) 
REAr. FILF(@Cranl) lt!T0(Cash) ; 
RF.AD FILE {@Cran 1) L lfC(fk tsec) ; 
----~REA.r._....f.JJJ;_t@.Cr.anl.Lil::n2.C1J3 . ..,__~------------------
RF.Ar FILE(@Cranl) ltlTO{lnv) ; 
RFAQ FIL~(@Cranl) INTC(Casset) ; 
----~-EAILEilH.@Craol) ltJJCCICJCA) : 
RF.AP FILE(@Cranl) l~TO(Prop) ; 
REAn FILE(@rranl) INTC(Acdepr); 
~----REAL:_fJ.LEL@Crao.1.)_j,KI..0..((1.t.h.ei:a.s--,,._ ________________ ~ 
PEAD FILEC@Cranl) 1noCTOTA5S) ; 
REAC FI LE(@Cranl) H!TO{AP) ; 
-----=E.Ar-.F-LLE.(.@.C..i:.a.n.1~>_...1~~·41~o+c~~·,c,.<.,,;;.-,-... __________________ _ 
R 11\D FILE(@Cranl) ltlTO(Accrex) ; 
RF.Ar FILE(@Cranl) IHTO(Cllah) ; 
_____ .REA.LF..1.LU@.Jr-an..l.J...Jtuc.(.IC.I.CL),__,•------------------
READ FILE(@Cranl) l~TO(Ltdebt) 
REAQ FILF.(@Crnnl) JnO(Cornmon) 
RFA£' t:11 F(fi!rr:.nl). nJTl"(Pf'r!) .• 
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_ _.. ___ o,.,. ... --~-~~~~----------------------
REA[') FILE·(QCranl) lnO(PE) ; 
REAr Fl LE(@Cranl) lt1TO(TOTL~1\·;) ; 
------F.-AP-F-1--l-F.-{@C·ri'tn-B--{-fu=F{l-{-&e+es·.l---------------------
RF.Ar FILE(@Cranl) IVTO(Cgs); 
REAr FILF.(@Cranl) PHO(Gt') ; 
-----~C~FA_Q_£J.L£..C.@C ran l ) U!.!.!lC.0.prn.J..--,:.._ ______________ _ 
f;E/\D FILF(@Cranl) n'TO(t'eprex) 
READ FILF(@Cranl) l~TO(OPEPPR); 
-----12-F.=. AP-4-l-l:-U-@-G-r-afl-l+-1-#+N-fl.t-P+-fl-€·-l-...__----------------
RF.At' FILE(@Cranl) JNTO(EBIT) ; 
REAP FILE(@Cranl) l~TO(lnt) ; 
------------RF,Af'~F-l-l:-E-{-@G-1'-i:rA--l-}-+N-:rCU..J:.n..l:-l.--,...,--------------------
P.EAC FILE(@Cranl) l~TO(Taxes) ; 
P.FAD FILE(@Cranl) INTC(MI); 
------1<f.-AD--F--lt-H@G+-an-1-) I ti TO (--GeF.-d-.f..v-.} ·,'- ----------------








IF a=O THEN GO TO A53; 
IF a<O TH~N GO TO A52; 
c=c+a; 
PUT lt.!ACE(d,o, 1 ')(imap.-e2); 
---GA,--+A-A.J;-i..+-----------------,.------------:----
AS2: b=b+a; 
PUT ll'ftGE(d,' 1 ,abs(a))(lmage2); 
·-----G&--T-f'-k~5~4,~·-·----------------'---------------
A53: PUT lf,'J\GF.(d, 1 1 , 1 1 )(imape2); 
A54: IF upcase(acct)= 1 RE 1 THEr GO TC A56; 
------nG--:r+J-.-A-J;~,--------------,------------,------






PUT LIST('BALAMCE SHEET CHM1t?ES 1 ); 
PUT LIST( 1 year 1 ,i,' to ',l+l); 
------i-!.t;.T--L-1-~-P-AGGOV~IT SOL'RCE VS 1 






CAL L ASC(a,x,y,acct); 













. I A ... I _ .. I 
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-----· t'G-t:-=-=·MfGeH?-1':...:...-i-'-----------------------------
CA LL ASO(a,x,y,acct); 
a=OthP.ra(i)-Othera(i+l); 















-----~a~c-c-t~='1 Ltdebt ; 
CALL ASO(a,x,y,acct); 
a=Common(i+l)-Common(i)• 
-----~a~c-c_t,_=-.· Common ' ; 
CALL ASO(a,x,y,acct); 
a=Pfd(i+l)-Pfd( i) • 
------a-c-ct='Pfd; 
CALL ASC(a,x,y,acct); 
a=RE( I +1)-RF.( I)• 
------a-c-ct= 1 PE; 
CALL ASC(a,x,y,acct); 





r':CLARS "~ (l?) n~C(G); 
'1 D':Sl..\'([ '\'.":Cl?) ''Er:('i); 
l~------~.'.:.CL.',l:: .-1ll'.tl...l.2l-..Q."" C r; l..;---·-·-
" r':CLA1E C~ss•t(l?) nr.r:('.il; 
·1 • fl UL \ ''. E :' ,- , n C l '.' l "': I: ( '.i ) ; 
'1~-- nr.,e1 .l'.1"' !::t'~~"(l1J. ''~.;-------------
1. D':CLA1E 5~1~s(l~) ~r."(G); 
n. t):ri.~~~ F.\(12) ,~~(G); 
.:1_ _______ ..11£.CL:i.;l.E__c;u.L·LL.!~:~c.1i;._ ____________________ _ 
5. n:c1 .. \~~ TA(l?) ~~~(G); 
'1. DECL~1E ~TA(l?) ~CC(G); 
.ci._.._ ________ , ____ L1£.L:l~l.J.E-1.ll::_:y ... (.J:ll_.:1:..c..l~-----------
O. Pf:CL.\:ZE ft!FLt: D':C(G); 




:l...__, _______ f?.L:...L.LL.:;.ll~t-G+-.....::.~;~~-~-+-1:..,e;~sl~--+~ i: 1 :----,_.., ~- r o .-, e n--ry~~·~-L-~.-:------
q. •0 :n L 1 :3 r c ' ' >; · 
'), [)f'1 l=l rn l"; 
l.----------.C.SL.LJ.S . .T.(.':.;v;.'-'-W-).,.:\.lC,.!-}.,.J...o.v-+-L)7 1:.~...f.L},..D.,,-=-"-{-),.ntic,,,_.,.,.,{_:-·)-\..~----------
!) • T .\ ( 1 ) = r ,, s ,, ( i l-t- \ ': ( l ) + I ·~ '! ( ! ) 4 r' il 5 5,., t ( r ) + ., ,. ') ') ~ l ) +"th" r i'l ( i ) ; 
) , CI\ ( i ) == ·>.1 s '. ·, ( i ) + . \ :1. ( '. ) + ' n '/ ( ! ) .~ ': ,i s s ~ t ( 1 ) ; 
..'J.~ __ ,, ___ , ______ _:_:...: • .LJ-1,~:2.:::~J,J±.::j,;.'04-lC-.:,.-W-4-
:: ; 1 ;• I 
') . ?UT Lt~T('~nt 1~1"' 10nt 1 :1,., .·'"J:Jl':~ '); 
I 
~ D; f::1T01~; 
'}. . ; ':T l. 1:; T (:; :1 l M ( i ) ) ; 
-~--~----~----------_.:i:,:!_~U .. (.J.J~=-l~'":2-~.lJ-±..:~!-1-)...;-___________ .______________ " __ .-
: Q. f:~jq ; 
:t;. ;)J i ;::2 TO l::; 
. l,_ .. ___ . ___ , __ .DI..'......U.l.-: .. :r ... :LLL::.L'.:.f' -.1>-~---
'."'i.. IF r:T.\(i)<1 • 1 :!r:Lr--~;f"r7'_,--- 1 T\(!); 
: 1 • , :: r: T -. c r ) > ri T ! :.: · 1 "1 , p: L ""',., · 1, r. L , +,.., T , c: , ; 
:";_..._ __________ _, __ ::.,.:,.;.__;_ ____ .. ____ ·--·----------·--··-·----------------------·-----·-
; :i. ()~ri· !.l!]T( 1 ); 
.-1. ;->:JT LI.ST(';·.ont 1 ',' T"'T.\L ,' r:·;r:-<'"'C·l;'' 1 ":"f'/"7r, , ~--.i.r:-("1): 
~J_.__~~-----··---~----l::U.l----U~J-L! ... -----'-,--' -" ., '" r:~-~,..2...~.~,_ ..,.-c:;'..;~-"~· -·..c_,.-'--'-'''-'' ..... ~ r; .,..~ ~)+----<----~----
; 1. "'U; Ll3TC 11 ); 
) ·!. 
1t,,. 
'"JT LI '.i T ( 11 ) ; 
?tr; L ! ~] T ( ' ! : ~FLU= ' , ! P 1: f~ ,, ) ; 
:>UT Lf~; ( 1 !TFL"'- 1 ·!t7 L"'= ',rn:T~L -l"l"~L·'\); 
."'Ul LIST(':''l\T;r: f=\co 1 ,:-'(l")-F'rl)); 
---------·------
WC2: Pr.OCEDLlRE • 
rF.C l.M:E At'.S r.JIA r (3) VAP i 
CF.r.LAP.F. Anco11(12) rF.C(6); 
rF.CLAFF Salei·sc12) DEr.(G)· 
C'ECLAP.E TOTP.F.C(12) r.EC(6); 
P.F.CLAnE r.srexr(12) DF.r.(G); 
____ __,r.~.F.~.c~.L~Ar.~honr(12) DFr 6 • 
DECLARE Cshint(12) CFC(G); 
P.F.CI.M'F. Cshtax(12) CF.C(6); 
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_____ rFr.LA.E..l;__Q_sJ]dui~s~(~1~2.J.)-11.D~EC~(!.u...,.___ ___________________ _ 
P.ECLAP.E TOTD1S(12) DEC(6); 
DF.CL.Ar.F. NETCSH(12) HC(6); 
~---~tF.ClAP.~'.£.fil:LU2r...1...~D~.,~r.w,~,4..---------------------~ 
C'F.CLAPF. CSllf:'F:Q(12) DEC(6); 
DF.CLAP.F. ~incsh P.F.C(6); 
____ __,C~,E~.C~L~A~r.-E_,Be.1rcsh DEC(6.-U.·-----------------------~ 
DECLAP.E ARRAY(lC) DEC(6); 
OL;TFLO=O; 
I NFI = • 
ARP.AY=O; 
PUT LIST('Enter monthly cash budget fir.ures'); 
PL;T I c;- I I • 
DO i;.1 TO 12; 
GET LI ST( AR co 11 C i ) , Sa 1 e~'S ( i ) , Cs hexp ( i ) , Cs hop r ( l ) , Cs hint ( I ) , C sh tax ( i ) , Cshd 
____ __,_TOTP.~CJ_LJ=AFc.g_LLUJ±~a..1.el:'..SJ:~i~}~;-------~-------------
TCTP.IS(i )=Cshexp(i )+Cshoi::r(i )+Cshint(i )+Cshtax(I )+Cshdis(i ); 
NF.TCSH(i)=TOT~EC(i)-TCTC'IS(i); 
____ __,_IF NUC.filiill <O UIJ=tl OCTF( O=~l.~:JuF_,· f.,_(::...:.-.uN"-E.,_T,.,_<;.,_;,lLLJ'-( "1.-i},._,:.___ ___________ _ 
IF NFTCSH(l)>C THEN INFLO=INFLO+~F.TCSH(i); 
EN!' ; 
____ _.P_.L..LLIST<'Enter beginning cash and minimum cash fig11res'l: 
PL;T LI ST ( I I ) ; 
GET LIST(Ceicsh,~incsh); 
Cl '['C!:!H l l =C~!'..lt.....::!f:..iT...1.C..,;;SwHLLC..1.l.J.}.;..• ---------------------
CSHREQ ( 1) =ClfCSH ( l )-~ I ncsh; 
DO i =2 TO 12; 
_____ __cvr:cst:U)_'c_U.'t:C.SH.Ll=.ll±.t!.EIG.51:lU.l_;.• ________________ _ 
CS1!11EQ ( i ) =CUfCSH ( i )-n ncsh; 
n:r ; 
____ _..P_.,_L..._T_......L L II • 
PUT LIST( 1 Do you wish to see the monthly cash budget figures?'); 
PCT LI ST( I I ) i 
____________REA~IO.lltlli>J._.;._ __________________ ~--------
IF upcase(t\f!S)='YES 1 THEN GO TO Contin; 
GO TO Endwc2; 
PUT LIST(''); 
Pl!T LI ST(' VOflTH 1,' TOTREC' 1 , 1 TOT[' IS',' NETCSH',' CUVCSH', 1 t-' i ncsh',' CSHI 
____ __._,11.L-1.1.S.I.1~·~·.;..;..·-----------------------------rc i=l ro 12; 
PUT IVAGE(i,TCT~~C(l),TOTDIS(i)~ ETCSH(i),ClVCSH(i),Vincsh,CSH~EO(i))(irna1 
____ _.....{D__;,__, _____________________ ~---------
PUT LIST( 1 1NFLO= ',IHFLO); 
PUT LIST('OUTFLO-IMFLO= 1 ,0UTFLO-INFLC); 
PliT II • 
Endwc2: ; 
lmagel: H'.AGE; 
------ ------ ------ ------ ------ ------
END ~:C2; 
(C1S:\) 
S'1.S/\: ~l;tqC':~1U~f: ; 
['.'.:CL \!1': J:>r0j 1 FIL': "'!T"'ll: ':'!'If '! C'ir'l) ) ; 
ri:r:1..n: JCr;"Jnl r-1 :..i:: I ''"'ff r:• 1·1( '/(Gt:) ) ; 
~>:CL,'\'.~::: '";~st,(1" ":.:., .. >; 
'.)'.:CLY?~ '' 1:ts"'c(l") ll':C(S); 
ll':Cu:1:: /\'.~( 11) "l:r(;); 
nECL~~'.: lnv(l") D~.. ; 
n~CL~R': ~nss~t(l'1) n::C[5); 
-"-------...:1;::..):;'.:.CL\:l;: TOTC::\(l '1) "':C ( G); 
D !:f;L/\rti:: ")r,...,, " 
;J':CL:\f:[ ~.c:·ln,rCl") ··1:;r('1); 
n:cL~~': 0t~~r,(1'1) "EC(G); 
P':CL,\fl': Tt'll ,\S, 
OECL~R~ \~(1'1) n':C(G); 
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~'.·=--------~D~r.~r:~L~~~r~\;~:-·io~es(l~) ~~~(G); 
!' ':GL \iL "Ir: r:r ~T'f)~r'TS·.,.-;-------'-----------'"--------
I, D :r: 1. \f~ ': r.li;,!1(1'1) r::r('i); 
[)"::CL.\'"?'.: TOTCL(l'1) f'':C~'i); 
r, ': cL:\r~::: Lt 1 ~·, t 'f"r17f'1TJ ~·,r-c..,..-r:rt :r::-J ,1 ,·· -------,----------------
' , ll ':CL '.'F, "n 1· n., Cl" ) '· ': r ( G ) ; 
:_,_. _____ -;;);..,-,;-: t~'.:L.\:1 ': Pf I (1") n r.: r ( S-;)_; ______________ -'-------------
i, D~:CL,'\'1: '1~"Pl~CT'n; 
i. D':C:l.'\f:': T:)TL'l'f(l") nr::r('i); 
::--':=--------,..~.,.-~g:::~~~ ~~! ,g~ "1i,,~~~(;); 
l , D '.: C !.. .\ '.1 ': G: 1( 1" ) '.' '.: C ( G ) ; 
l.~·--------=r-=,::CL\1: n,PrPx(l") '"'':C:(f.); f. r: :: ·~I.\'"? r: n !'!'' r ":< ( l '\) ,, re r,,r. ~.1";----------'----------------
I• r ':rL/\1 ': ~~Eq"1(1") '1:C(S); 
=-i_,_. _____ ....;,n"" ... ~:r~,l:::..,-'1'.: Ot"lndl") '"'C:"(G); 
~. D 1: r.t. \ ·ft:-'51TT!71". J.-,"i"i"l:"F.7"1''7(?.tJ~>r-;;;-----------,----------------
L D':C:L\'{: lnt(l") fl;-:C('.J); 
·-----;;;~~~[:;:;~ i~:~~fr)n,;-,~-':~S~~75~.~~:,::-.,7.-------------------------~. '1 • 
, • fJ :: 1-!. .'/~: '!! (1 n) "': ~ (G ) ; 
~~-'-:------~;~~~.~~~~;:_.\.~i :;~~~{~i~-~'l'T~-..:~~7~~-~~~~'),,:7:-------------------------
2. flf:Cl..\rl': :ln-:,s ... (l) r::r,(G); 
".,,..· _,_. ______ r:~· r___ : "-' l.:.. • .:..~·n.:.., ' .:.':.......:L. n.,-1-: (1 ) '1 '.: C C ~ ) ; 
'l. 0''':'! FI !):TICr,:i1 l 1 ·:·> , ; 
2. :1C:,\f' FIL':(]Cr,n1) '''T 1 (yrs 1·T~) 
'.1. '~ 1: \'' F I l ': ( 1 Cr-. '11 ) I 'IT,., ( ":1 c; ,, ) ; 
"'6..c.-------l'f7'\'1-FT[!:T'Jr, r ,n • ) I" t 'I!. "~ h•,...,;-;.r"'". r-..----,------------------
~. W:\'.1 r:tL':0Cr,n1) 1 '!T"(\'1\ ; 
CJ. ______ !l':l\!1 FIL':(:lCr,nl) l'lT"(!nv); 
n. ,."':.';..,-~f'TCr.,,,) I 1rrr·-,._-.nc-;-,>.;~>i'iTl:"\')~----·-----------------
2 • '1 ': ·\ ~ F I L IC (1Cr,'1'11) I · 'T" ( T''T c ~ ' ; 
r1. ~:\n FIL':('}Cr,.,nll 1' 1T"(~,..,.,.,); 
s. H':.\'"' F• L':(}".:r.-,nn 1·1,"C-,.r: 1,..,r) 
'3. '<':'.f: FIL:(JCii?'11) t'!1''"'("tt..,..r-.) 
-'·'~-------"-1.:.\'l '.711.:( H:r."',n ''lT"(T"T'<;:,) 
'?. '.~': '\'1 FI t ';(JC:r,-,•11) P!T"( '\')) i 
~. ~'.:Yl ~IL:(T'.:r,·11) l''T1( '0:- ... .,) ; 
i.._ _______ _.!..!n.;:::e,.;.\~il FIL':()Cr.~·11) l"T"!('r.r:rl':-:); 
~·:v1 r:tL"CWr,..,1) 1' 1'"(':lh',\; 




-"..._ ______ -...:.~_,':..;;\c:..:1-...!.F...:!c.:!"-. ':..:.IC_,,_( ..1.·1~c r ;"" :1, ) ! · 'T"" ( l.. 1: ~ "'', ~ ) ; 
R1;.\fl F!!..':ClCr,:,n1) !'!Tc1(!',-y1·10..,); 
'!:.\fl F!!.':(]Cni:,1) l"T"("f'); 
•cs8w,~------'-'-':.,,_S!,::,;\,.c."-...!.F_,!cJL=I: ('1Cr ;i:, 1) ! "T" (". ':) ; 
; ~~ . 
(' 
'\). 
" !{': '.,, Fl Lr: (JCr,,1) I ' 1T"CT''T'. ''' ,, ; 
?.. '.!':'.I' FIL':(JCn,1) l''T"(:;.Jtns); 
,11_,__ ______ :.,.'~::::'...;;'..c..'.'-...!.F..;;lc..!1::..-~=-c:..:c.( .... J ::.C.!.r.;..,:..:.!1.:..1~) _, _:'!..:.T_"...:(c.."..:..· ~..:..· "'.:..· .:..'_!._----------------------
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::'.:.\''. r-!L':(JC1·,111) '''T"'("'P i 
!; ': ;\fl F ' '- ': ( J C r , n 1 ) ' · ! T" ( '1 ·>" r ":< ) 
------''-'-''.':.\fl FI L'.:(JC:r~,1) I 'IT11(r'"?'l .. "'() 
:\ ':.\: l ;: I L ':(·JC r, n 1~) -,I,-;. ,-:;:T,;;".i('"":'.,,, n~~;;-~ """'· .--,,.<,,,)-':------------------
'1.: '\11 FIL:(JC:r,!11) '''T"('H"i'lr:) 
':':,\fl r.11.':(lr.r-in1) l''T"'(:7"\'T' • 
't':\n FIL:(JC:r,r,1} .. ;T,,(!nt) ; 1 
'.1:\fl F!L.,.(JCr;,nl) l'!T"(".:T) i 
-------'"'""', r-"': ._:·\n:.::.' ~F-.:!..=Lc..r::....· r,,...,, Jc r;, :11 ) 1 • 'T n (T 0 x .... c; ) 
!\::,~:) r-tLE(JC:r,..nl) l''T'"'("'!) i 
!1':t\fl FIL!:CJCr,1111) 1• 1;"(·~y1llv) 
'.\':.'\!"'I FtL':(1Cr=>:,1) l''T"("~·l 'iv) 
!1[!\n FlL':C'.1Cr<1nl) J"T"(yrs:,t··,) 
CL 'lS !: F 1 l.: ('JC r-.., 1 ) i 
\111: r>n i=2 T'.) yrs',is; 
S,, 1 ,~s ( 1) = S 11 "!S (].;-',) +-;-,..;::-J-cl'l-,,.-. 5'(,_,i,.......) ,-. -------,.-'--------~------
C ·,s (l)=r.·;sCl)+r.";s ( i ); 
-------'-'-')ri9rn;< ( 1) ='1'lf'!r"!:< ( 1 ) ... .,.,.., r "'"<( i ) ; 
n~0rnx(l)=D~,rnx(l)+n"?nr"'X : ; 
0 t 11 ! 11 C (1 ) = () ti.,, l '1 ~ (1 ) + () t 1, i 1; r:( i ) i 
'\P(l)=.\'>( 1)+ \'.'( i ); 
i:;m .".1'1; 
"'UT L1 3 T( 1 1 ) ; 
'.'!iT LIST( 11 )• 
J,1 i --yrs'' 1 s+l T0. yrs" l s+~1 rs'1~..,; 
C,s(l )=tnncC~.,l~s(i )•,(':<>;,;(1)/Si11"r.:(1))); 
______ _,fJ'1"'1' "'X ( i ) ==tr• inr: ( Sa 1 "'S ( l ) * ( ,,.,,.., r "X (!)I 'i '11 "S ( 1)) '; 
D ., .., r ~)( ( I >,, t :- , , rid" .11 ~s C t ) * ( •, ,, , ~,, :< (1 ) I'; i'l, ..., " ( 1 > J ; 
n t •, i 11 c( i ) =tr, 1 n cC 'i i'l 1 ~,:, ( I ) * C ., t '' : !1 r:C 1 ) Is n 1 "s (1 ) ) ) ; 
G':T !.IST(J:1,r:2,r:~); 
U ( l ) = T ';( J' I<:( •. ':. ( l -1 ) ... ( 'j;i 1 "s ( IT-' ~;;i 1 ('H" ( i - 1 ) l * '· 2 ) ; 
t nv ( I ) =T';l '' 'r, ( 1 n,1 ( i -1 ) + ( ~ .11 .., sC i ) - Sa 1 "" ( i - 1 ) ) * r- 2); 
.\r. lr>'1r ( i) = '.c ' 0 1,r ( 1- ,. ).i.'."'~•)~l>x (I); 
.\ n ( i ) =tr· 111 d S "': s ( i ) * ( '."'Cl) I';, c ( U ) ) ; 
.\c r. r '! x ( I ) =tr· 1 n r. (I'.":,; ( l ) * (\r.-:,." :< ( :n· s '' i c; ) Ir.,,; ( 'J,.. s ,, 1 c: ) ) ) ; 
Lt I '? ', t ( I ) = L t f ,, '1 t ( y r s,, t c; ) ; 
':'.JD ; 
:1?':'l FIL':( JPnJ 1) n1 1,"ltT ; 
-------,:'/"'IT': FIL':(1"r'"li1) r."n 1 •r,/!'"'',tc;) 
'./;IT:: FI Cr:PfP r,, i 1 ) r.'1"' ~=-.. ~-=-;-'------------------
·.1:.1T E r:IL':(}Pr..,11) qn•\("'<t;:~r:) 
:mtr::: FI LE(]P1·.,·i 1) r."0"(''11) ; 
:nlE FIL':('}Pr,-,il) r:~""(ln•f) i 
.l~ITE FILS(:)Pr·:)il) r.nT•(<"1c;c;r>t) ; 
'.PIT': FIL':('J?rr,il} r.n'1'!("r'"'") ; 
:1:•TS FIU:'.('.}Pr,,11) t:rF)l'(',-:· ..... ...,r , 
!lR' T!: FI Ll:('JPrnl l) i:rin·~(nt 1,,.,r;1) ; 
'l~'T': r:, Ll:(']"roll) c""n·•(\") ; 
'./"IT': r.1 1.':('Jf>rr,il) ,:n""("0".'"d; 
\/': !T': :- I L':(:JPM I 1) r::11.-,·•( '.cr:r,,x) i 
'/''tr<: ;-IL':(lf>r·,-)1) r.-n.-,"(f'J!"'"') ; 
.1'1.IT': F 1 1.':UWr•,ll) r.'">'"l'~, .. t ".t 
'.mlT': r:1LE(J;>r<111) r:"""(<"01,...,n); 
;J"!T': r:11.::(Jr>r0il1 r.,'"'(""') ; 
./;IT'.: r-tL;:(]Pr...,i1) r.n'"'''.("':\ ; 
!/"IT!: FIL:('JPr...,11) r."""(":,1,...c:) 
: I" IT': F I I ':~:Jr M i1 ) r.; "'' ( <": c; ) i 
\!;ITS r-1 !.':(~Pr1i l) t:ni'jnfi'lr,.-.r'-''() 
'/~ IT': F l L !:.: (1? r-, 11 ) i: :·•'' ( "'~., ~" ~ ) 
\l.dTE r:'!.':(JPr.,·i1) r:"''"'';('"'t''I""'.) 
'---------"-;,:; 1 ·C'.: :-1 L "'. ( )i'rn j 1) r:·~:· : ~Int , 
'./I\ITE .-:11.E(Jrr1'i1) r:"'"'' 1 (;<1:<·"'s). i 
'./:IT!': FIL':(J;'r"-11) r."'':(''.r)1'iv) 
,rur<: r:1LECWr111> ""', , , • ., 





I , '.).,:CL.'\::'., ' : (1 '1 ) '' ', :' ( ':i ) ; 
(, 11::!..\H': ln,,Cl") ''i:C('i): 
f .------- ~~,~= 1:L '\111: r:a s S '"\ t ( 1 "')- rt r: ~ 'z11T; 
:. D.:CI.~~~ T(JTC~(ln) ~~0(~); 
1 1]" 1'1 \')fC "r,,,(J'l) r;•:r:cr:)· ~------- :; ~ 81>Y 1- \~1;:;¢c1,., -) .:.,c--? {; ) ; 
). ')':rt.\~-~·: i"1ti.·~r..,(1,.,) t"\'.;'"'(':i); 
L,_______ :i ', '~L .. \ '' •: T'lT c :;·~ ( 1 ')) "·: " ( 'i ) ; 
i. n··=ct.,1\:~ 1~ -\Pc 10, n::cc :; ) ; -"'"""''-------------------
~ , ;; :: :: L ' r: ': J '.J t ,~ <; ( 1 " ) " E 2 r G ) ; 
Q.;::+:~!? ~:_ /~~~ r '"\;( ( 1,., )__r,,-~_2(__0) i 
: l : : C i. \ '; : C Ji 1 ' , CJ. " ) r-, : C Ui ) ; 
J':CLA~: TJTCL(l") "':C(S); 
L-- i) r~ r: L_\ ·~: L. t ' 1~' 1 tJl-2) __ ~~.': r: ( G ) ~ 
5. ~)~: 1:L-'\;tr: '~01·1:·,:l(!") :·,-:c(G); 
1. D:~L,"\r~'.=: ;)f !(1~) ~r:(0)i 
}~ -~-------· n: C _L \ -~ !: __ r\ ~ _( 1 nJ ~~1 ~ C: C !l}_L __ , .. 
~. :·· :r~L.\'.::: TJTL'''-'(1") ''~~(J); 
':CL.\':': ,c1l"'s(lri) "':C('i); 
]. .. __________ 1:::_rt__,\P r.:_ G.'.l.5 ( l" ) ___ r:: ~ f"'. ( '.J) ~ 
.1. n::GLt., 0 ~ G':(1';) r~Er-:(S); 
r, : CL '/~ 1: ') ~1 ~ r ,~ :< ( J." ) .1 \: r: ( S ) ; 
2.L--------------- n ::c L \ 1: n 0, r r-:< Cl") n ": r ( 'i) • 
:r • r; :: CL.'\,:~;: .. ,·!) :":: .~ '1 ( 1 "1) ~~: S ( rr}-
" • D:r':L\''.': 1t',l:1c(lri) "!'""f'>); 
_:..._____._ ____ r\';".":L.\~: ':'1'T()"')_.n~'"::('"i); 
f!, D':CLJ\'1: !nt{l11) f'r:C(,.3); -
?.. [ECL.'\:~;:; ::,TC1'1) ''"!:('3),: 
r~,.. _ u : __ ~~ L, \ :·t ': T n x ~ s ( 1 _'i ) 0 ~ c ( G ) ; 
G, n,ci.·x: ··10~> ~-r::r.(':.>; 
.1, D '.:CL\ 1 '.: r',, , li v (1 'l) :v: r ( 3); 
~. 
'1 • fl': Cl./\;;': L n, -, t (1 ) n: C ( 'i ) ; 
'l _,_. __ ._,__~_ ______ n:,r.,1 r-1i Fr,icr--.n1) 1· 10 :•T • -,,----------· 
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~ 2 • 
I h, 
r: IL ':(1Cr:>:11) ) 
J~ 1~:\!) r:' L!=:(JC:-~11 
':::: \f) F r L ':(]Cr., n 1 







;< ~ .-v) F f L ~ ( ) C r ,; n 1 ) 
1 l!"!r'\( nr_;"\l')) ; 
'"Tnr 'c 1,.,,,.) 
i q,.. (\ ( ;...., t t, ~ ~, ) 
f "T0(';~T\~:; I 
' ") 
'qT-'"' ( ,, ':) ; 
'''Tf'l(T"'TI_'!, 1 ) 
f-~-,T0 (r;' ~ 1 ·~s---'---· 
___ , _________________ :! __ ~c..·.\_,,r1 ____ F I L f: ( ; } C r -~ , 1 ) 
l'IT'1(:'";s) ; 
l''T"(~") 
·:~::\::· n LEC.Jt:r:--,,i) I ' 11 ''("?"!""'< \ ; 
R': \f' FI L':C1Gr:-n1) ! ' 1•"(""'"1~,.,x) 
-"'-"-------'l-"-.",:, _ _.A'.1 r-1!.:: (!Jr,r;-,,, 1) '"T"( "" 07""") 
~r.:.'.n FIT':<1Cr:in1) !'!'""(nt 1•!•,r;) 
ir::'.D F!LC:('.JCr-.n1) l''T"('"'.''.IT\ i 
_.c.L-------~';'.:.\'l [=!L':C)Cr-.n1) '' 1Tn( 1 nt); 
:~ E \fl F ' L:. (..JC r ., n 1 ) ! !! T; ( '.:: :T ' ; 
;u,:i.:• !=! L':(.]Crc1n1) 1· 1·r~CT,1:<·~o) 
·:':.\!~ F!L'::(lCr;,n1) !''•"("!); 
:!::.\~! ::1L~(JC1'".;i1l) '''T'"'I, 'J1· 1 '' 
:~;:'.'.) FJL':(;JCr::inl) l'lT"("F''lv) 
;1':,\!' f:!l.!:(JCr'ln1) l' 1T"'(~1rs"!"·"l) 
CLJS': Fl l.E(:JCr:in1 
UJ 1=2 T!'J :,rc;~l~; 
'-"-"---------=:.;...:..:i'l:..,l_-~ s ( 1 ) = S ;i l ,~ s (1 ) +:, il 1 "'s ( I ) ; 
C,s ( 1) =,..,•;s ( l)+'>~s Ci); 
~,"'r~x(l)•",,.,r0~(l)+~,~r"'x(I); 
'.)~-. r :'!;( C 1) =" ~·) r r>X ( 1 ) +" ~ ~ ~,., x ( I ) ; 
it'linc(l)='.'lt!,inr:(l)+1tc;ind 1 ); 
\P Cl)= \i' ( 1) + \" ( I ) ; 
E'Fl .;1!1; 
!"''Fr' LI'.,~ ; 
PIJT L I :; T( " ) ; 
[J: i =:,rs'' i s+l T!'J yr~·· 1 s+~,rs...,r'>; 
C ·; s ( I > ,.., t rn :v:: C s .-. 1 ~" ( 1 ) * C '>rs (I > 7 j a ! "c; C I J ) J ; 
Cr,~ r ~ :< ( i ) = tr· n c( :. :11 "s ( 1 ) * ( 'l n" r ·"! :< (1 ) I ::; ;:i 1 "s (1 ) ) \ ; 
,.__,_ _____ _:_:ll...:..~:....,~r ":<( i ) = t r • m r. ( S ,1 1 .... s ( i ) ·k ( f' -: " ~" :< (1 ) I ~ ;:i 1 "s ( 1 ) ) ) ; 
u t., i n r; ( ! ) = tr. Ind:; 1 l "s ( I l * ( '\ t t; ' :: r: ( l ) I·>"' I "s '. I n-r;-
G ET Ll~T(Fl,::~,r3l; 
r,., s S"! t ( i ) :: T "I!'!(' (", :- c;" .. ( ! - J. ) + ( '; 'l 1 ..,. ~ ( i ) - , a 1 "" ( i - , ) ) ,, r. ~ ) ; 
!/Hl)=nlF~C('.'Hi-1-Y,:(";;i]'>sITf=°':r;3l.,s(1- 1 )l*.,; 
I n v ( I ) = T ·~ U': C ( I rw ( i - 1. ) ... ( ': a 1 .... $ ( i ) - ~ .1 l ~ s ( 1 - 1. ) ) .. r. ~ ) ; 
~,.>--------;..'·c~1+·~"lr( I )= \_r; IP'1r ( 1 -~- )+"""r o:<( I); 
.\ f' ( l ) = fr· : n c( r: n: s ( i f* ( '·. " ( 1 ) I c, ,;( I ! ) l ; 
.\r. r: r ~ :d I ) "t n 1, r. ( r., c. ( I ) * ( .'.r. r: r" ·: (yrs', t s l Ir."- s (:, r ~" i c; ) ) ) ; 
Lt 1.,', t ( 1 ) =Lt ',.,. ') ': ( >' r,; ,, ! c l ; 
E'.J'.i ; 
;) f' f: 'I F I !. ': ( .l f> r , 1 1 ) '"H' T "l' T ; 
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________ • .1..,,/'.,_) '-' r ......... r:_r......wl I"' ( lPr;.... i 1) r:nv·c yrc;'' 1 s) 
'./':IT': ;- IL':( J:'rri.l l:-)~=-r.=-"-:::,-:-c,,:-:(~":-'.,-~"'-=,,c-,c-)~;-..L-:___-----,------------'-
·.r, 1T:: Fll.':(Ji1rn·i1) C"l\"(''.kts"r;); 
:n!TS FII.S(:):>r.-,'il) r:~:"''(\"!); 
·.,~IT': r=t1.':('Ji'r"'jl) '-""'.'~';rt); 
:ntrE F!L':(J?r,..,il> r=~'1"(f',sc;nt) 
.:L....:..1...-------·...!.·1.,_,:,...:.l...!...T': FIL'.:(Pr,,i1l r.""'''.(":-,n); 
./"IT!: FIC':C]f'r-,il) F7 1'l"C·c~nr:F·) 
.nlT: ;-ILF.(1Pr"l'11) ;-~:")!l(l'lt'"3!"'l) 
'PITS FIL':('Jf'Mll) '-"'1'1(\'.") ; 
'.J':IT:: FIL':(lPr')il) r:11• 1 (' 1'lt .. s); 
'1:11T:: Fl:.':(J'."ro-11) r.""''.('.r.~r,.,x); 
..L.!..L. ______ _..!1_;_~_, ...!.T_;_r::_!_r- I ~- ': ( ) :' 1· ,; j 1 ) r. "',.." ( " 1 : ~ " ) ; 
\/:CITF. f-lLF.(QPM1l) r:"""(!_t:1.,,,t) 
'.PITE Fl LE(:H'r0·11) F~""'f~-, ,..,.,.,) 
·.J...,~------''n IT'.: FIL:'. ( ~rr0'i 1) F'":'1" ( ...,.., , ) ; 
~:'":IT: FIL':(:J:'M11) r:""''("C:'; 
.,,,,TF. ::11.sc:_irr-,·1n r."·)··c~c11 .... .,) 
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>urpose of Study: The purpose of this study is to develop a model 
(procedure). to assist a loan officer in the evaluation of commer-
cial credit applications. The model is concerned with identifica 
tion and cµiaj_ysis of the purpose and payment·, inherent in any loa: 
request •. It functions in a real time conversational fashion to 
produce an extensive amount of information for decision-making 
purposes. The model is not a decision-model but generates data 
to aid a 109-Il officer in his decisions and makes use of the 
conversational capabilities-as well as the speed and power of 
the computer. 
~indings and Conclusions: It was found that such a model could be 
developed. There are, however, certain limitations in the use 
of the model in its final form. The model is constrained in its 
application to analysis of commercial loan requests to finance 
·growth in existing product lines (i.e. new ventures cannot be 
analyzed). The model does produce outputs to help evaluate the 
payment (repayment) capability of the firm, but the procedure 
does not concern itself with the need for collateral or protectio 
The model mainly produces a number of useful outputs which the 
loan officer can use to assist his judgment in deciding upon the 
.size of a desired loan and its repayment schedule. 
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